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KITopen offers a wide range of services and tools:

**The User Interface of KITopen**
The Depositing & Publication tool can be used by all employees of KIT with KIT account. Report missing publications or deposit them on your own. You are free to add full texts, research data, or further information to your publications (e.g. indicators of the Large-scale Research Sector (GFB), link to projects funded by DE Forschungsförderung).

**KITopen Campus**
complements publication reports by searches in international reference databases. Your publications will be validated and complemented by additional requirements of program-oriented funding (PoF) (e.g. referencing in the Web of Science and Scopus). Responsible persons at the institutes may apply for extended rights to acquire deposit publications of the institute or to edit corresponding indicators of the Large-scale Research Sector (GFB).

**KITopen Teaching**
enables you to support your digital teaching. You can publish digital teaching materials on the Internet in addition to your attendance courses. KITopen also supports you in providing digital teaching content and online lectures on contemporary teaching and learning scenarios.

**KITopen Characteristics**
offers characteristics for annual reports, rankings, and reporting within the framework of PoF. The KIT Library needs your additional information for HGF referencing.

**KITopen Bibliometrics & Statistics**
reveals the worldwide reception of your research achievements and determines your top x publications.

**KITopen Publication Lists**
integrates publications contained in KITopen in the KIT websites of researchers and institutes.

**KITopen Sharing**
offers various import and export formats for data exchange with external applications.

**KITopen and Open Access**
All scientific publications made in connection with the KIT should be deposited and displayed consistently in KITopen. In line with the principles of Open Access, KIT’s research output should be freely available on the Internet worldwide.

KITopen is the central repository of KIT and, hence, a publication platform for all scientists of KIT. It contains bibliographic data of all publications as well as full texts, images, research data and AV media of KIT scientists and about KIT.

The KIT Library provides advice on framework conditions of publication legislation. Your research data should be processed for later use and might include embargo restrictions.